Hartham Park
TEAM EVENTS

‘We provide fun and memorable experiences that unify people’
ABOUT US

ACF Teambuilding and Events is one of the UK’s leading event companies with over 20 years of experience running thousands of fantastic corporate events. As a growing company and a top provider of corporate events UK wide we are always evolving and coming up with new ideas. Part of our success is down to our core values and our core purpose, which define us in everything that we do.

Committed, Fun, Enthusiastic, Creative, Engaging!

SUMMARY

The following pages list some of the activities and events that ACF Teambuilding & Events Ltd can provide at Hartham Park.

Whether you have a small group of 8 for a couple of hours or 100+ people all day, we can put together a package to suit. All of our events are put together on a bespoke basis, and the team building activities on offer are not limited to what has been detailed in this brochure.

Please call us to discuss ideas.
Set in 50 acres of picturesque parkland and gardens, the mansion house and estate oozes wow factor. Hartham Park has an abundance of indoor and outdoor space to offer the ideal location for escaping the office and getting stuck in to a fantastic variety of team building activities.

From contemporary snugs and huddle’s, to the grand Library, Main Hall and Ballroom, this venue can also deliver the whole package of meeting and conference facilities, with a superb food offering and on-site café too. There’s also an onsite Virtual Reality Experience, helipad, lake, long sweeping driveway, walled garden, room for the largest of marquees, and quite extraordinarily; one of only three remaining playable Stické indoor tennis courts in the world!
SAMBA DRUMMING
Powerful, loud, bringing everyone together. Our fun drumming coordinator will have everyone synchronising the beats in no time.

THE HAKA
This traditional & ancient Maori Tribal routine acts as a powerful energiser. Your group will experience 100% Maori passion from our Haka masters – some of whom are related to the original tribesmen who wrote this Haka.

BOOMWHACKERS
Create your own colourful orchestra and transform your team with our fun and unique Boomwhacker events.

LAUGHTER WORKSHOP
Happy people = motivated people
From ho ho ho's to hee hee hee's, your team will be surprised at how effective this team building session is, and is a perfect way to start off the day to energise and engage guests ready for the day ahead.
Team bonding activities are a great way to get employees enjoying themselves in an out of office environment. Sometimes just getting the team together to try something new can give a fresh sense of enthusiasm and help a team to gel.

- ARCHERY
- SEGWAYS
- AIR RIFLE SHOOTING
- AXE THROWING
- FALCONRY
- DUCK HERDING
- LASER CLAY SHOOTING
THE CRYSTAL MAZE

AVAILABLE INDOORS AND OUTDOORS

An exciting activity designed to test teams mental and physical skills, and most importantly....team work!

The Crystal Maze challenge has been inspired by the popular TV game show and is suitable for indoor or outdoor team building events. Teams will take the plunge in a number of tasks, which will include skill, physical, mystery and mental elements as they work their way through various zones. Will they have done enough to succeed in the Crystal Cube?

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!

A fun orientated, team building activity in which teams have to produce a short film trailer, a television commercial or a music video.

Tasks include establishing each others roles, writing a storyboard, planning the production, writing a script and later performing live for the camera. This team building event is ideal for those who like to be in front of a camera and those who like to be behind one. A great finale for the day is to have an awards ceremony with a screening of the days productions.
BAKE ON

Roll up your sleeves, reach for the oven gloves and use your loaf in one of our baking team building activities.

After a short introduction and demonstration the chef will challenge the teams to make a variety of bakery and pastry items. Teams then go head to head to make, bake, and ice, a variety of bakery items while the clock is ticking. Penalties will be given for under cooked cake or split custards in this face paced and fun team building event.

THE HUNTED

Action packed team building fun!

Your task is to find Mr X! He’s gone missing and you are being drafted in as part of a special force coalition in order to locate him. Complete a series of challenges to gather clues to his whereabouts. But be warned…some challenges are booby trapped, and there’s a mysterious character lurking nearby!
An immersive team building experience.

Put on your goggles and enter a virtual world! This team activity will rely on keen communication skills between participants. Your team mates will be guiding you with verbal commands as you try to complete the challenges set. Listening skills as well as clear instructions will be key to success.

The Corsham Institute VR CAVE is an immersive space designed to optimise thinking and creativity. It includes 3 projector screens covering the walls of a custom-built structure and a HTC VIVE Virtual Reality (VR) headset.

From escape rooms to F1 races there’s a whole host of options.

TESTIMONIAL
“Our team used the Corsham Institute VR CAVE as a team building exercise. Our session included racing virtual cars, a virtual reality escape room and virtual reality Pictionary. It was great fun and the 3D virtual environment was such a unique experience. It was a great team building experience as well, as we all had to work together, and it certainly brought out our competitive edge!”
Edd, Accountant at Purple Lime.
TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES

COVERT MISSION

Mission….possible!?

This team building activity will certainly provide some excitement as your team are tasked with navigating their way through a high security laser beam field, find hidden codes and cross various hazardous terrain.

Your mission is to disarm the bomb and save the planet!

CONNECTIONS

Collaborate for success!

Your objective is to build railway around an Island. Sounds simple? Each team is allocated their own section to build and will have various roles to fulfil. Although the group is divided into teams, this is a collaborative exercise designed to encourage delegates to look at the bigger picture and avoid “silo” thinking.
ONE TRIBE

A collaborative team event where the whole group is working toward one goal.

Guests will be divided into ‘Tribes’, and each tribe will need to communicate and work together to complete a series of short challenges to obtain gems. These gems can then be exchanged at the Trading Post for materials, and to buy important information which is key to building a giant pyramid.

SOAPBOX DERBY

This fun non-motorised team activity challenges you and your team to design and build outrageous soapbox dream machines.

You will use your finished vehicles to compete against the other teams in a challenging timed slalom course, where points will be up for grabs as well as easily lost.

Combine this day with a virtual reality racing experience in the Hartham Park VR Cave for a real immersive experience.
Our eye catching Inflatables provide fantastic entertainment which can be incorporated into a range of team building days. From sports days to It’s a Knockout.

- HUMAN TABLE FOOTBALL
- BUNGEE RUN
- BUBBLE FOOTBALL
- OBSTACLE COURSE
- PENALTY SHOOTOUT
- HAMSTER WHEELS
- THE MANGLE
- CASTLE WALL
Transform your event with props, lighting and visual effects to create an impact when your guests arrive! Whether your holding a Hollywood Oscars Night, a Caribbean Summer Party or a Christmas Do, we have plenty of ideas to enhance your evening to make it fun and memorable! We have hundreds of recommendations.

Below are listed just a handful of suggestions:

- **NARNIA**
- **HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR**
- **GREAT GATSBY**
- **MOULIN ROUGE**
- **EGYPTIAN**
- **SECRET GARDEN**
- **CARIBBEAN PARTY**
- **GLITZ & GOLD**
- **THE GREATEST SHOW**
PHOTO BOOTHS
From photo studios to our Magic Mirror, we have a range of options for your to capture your event on camera.

RACE NIGHT
An premium interactive event complete with compere, lively staff, fun money and plenty of games.

GAME SHOWS
Our Game Shows have a range of themes and are generally based on famous TV shows. Here’s some of our favourites……..

• Games For A Laugh
• Team Millionaire
• Have We Got News For You
• Play Your Cards Right
• League Of Their Own
• Would I Lie To You
ACF Company Fun Days entertain staff, families and friends with a huge variety of activities. From amazing arena attractions including daring motorcycle acts to It’s A Knockout competitions. Each day is conceived according to your specifications and the demographics of the attendees.

**FUN FAIR STALLS**
**INFLATABLES**
**ENTERTAINERS**
**GARDEN GAMES**
**ARENA ATTRACTIONS**
**CRAZY GOLF**
**RODEO RIDES**
**OBSTACLE COURSES**
**BUNGEE RUN**
**FOOD CARTS**
**SHOOTING RANGES**
**ARCHERY**
**SEGWAYS**
Well Done! Everyone was so impressed with the whole day. Please thank everyone concerned, we will not hesitate to recommend you to other areas of our business. *Wessex Water Utilities Company*

The only word to describe last Friday is “SUCCESS” and this is due to the ACF work and management on the day. We are having a lot of good feedback, including: “I couldn’t remember a time with so many people smiling around the site!” *Large Engineering Company*

Aaron and his team were superb. They worked well with myself and my team to ensure an enjoyable night was had by all. They adapted to suit our needs on the evening and I would highly recommend them to other units to use for activities. Thank you. *Public Sector*

Really well organised, all the team thoroughly enjoyed - even those that cringe when we tell them we are doing a team building event! *Airbus*
All of our team events are put together on a bespoke basis. The number of people taking part and the combination of activities chosen vary greatly, so we price each event individually.

**TALK TO US**

E: info@acfteambuilding.co.uk  
T: 01934 862305  
www.acfteambuilding.co.uk